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S SOlUtIon IS of liImted utility because it is restricted to inviscId, infimtesunal waves ~ channels wi~ no mean flow and weak topography (those with topographic scale L > wavelength A). An analyucal perturbau~n model including finite-amplitude effects, river flow, and tidal flats has been us~ to show ~at (1) wave behaVIOr to lowest order is a function of only two nondimensional parameters represen~g, respectIvely, th~ stren.gth of friction at the bed and the rate of topographic convergence/divergence;
(2) two different wave equauons With nearly constant coefficients can be derived that together cover most physically relevant v~ues of these parameters, ~~n very s~ng topography; (3) a single, incident wave in a strongly convergent or divergent geometry ma~ mmuc a standmg wave by having a == 90° phase difference between Q and ~ and a very large phase speed, WithOUt the presence of a reflected wave; (4) channels with strong friction and/or strong t~graphy (L <: A) show very large deviations from Green's Law; and (5) these deviations arise ~cause both fnc~onal damping and the direct dependence of IQ I and I~I on topography (topographic funnelling) must be consIdered. lNTRODUcnON ve propagation in narrow channels of variable width has been the subject of analysis for more than 150 of the first major results was that of Green [1837] , Green's functions were named. Green's Law states amplitude ~ in a frictionless channel with slowly varies as b -
, where b is the width (more width of the momentum-conveying flow or stream h is the depth below a mean tidal datum. Tidal varies as b +1I2h +114. All tidal channel flows are most are short relative to the tidal wavelength topographic scale L is often much less than the channel. Green's Law is therefore not directly to tidal flows. Most subsequent treatments of wave have at least implicitly followed Green and assumed variation (L :> A.). Only Lighthill [1978] and
Rahman [1980] have explicitly considered the the topographic convergence rate on wave propaga-, however, treated inviscid waves exclusively, waves do not exist in the strong topography limit. 1964]. Parker [1984] . and Godin [1991] have all the role of frictional nonlinearities in tidal propagageneration. LeBlond [1978] and C. Friedrichs (manuscript in preparation, 1991) have examined " behavior of strongly frictional waves in a chandepth and width. The latter included tidal flats in None of these studies explored the very different frictional wave propagation over strong topography of topography and friction. analysis then focuses on understanding the principropagation in typical river estuaries and narrow Friction is important in these systems, and topograalong the length of a single estuary on scales from to much greater than a tidal wavelength. The wave equation governing finite-amplitude 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.
I91JC-OI633$05.00 long-wave propagation in channels is nonlinear and has not been solved exactly, but two approximate solutions are derived herein. Both include river flow, finite amplitude, friction, and topography. Together, these solutions are adequate to represent wave propagation through narrow channels with arbitrarily strong (but smooth) depth and width variation. One, the "standard solution," is a generalization of Green's solution. It has asymptotically constant coefficients in two circumstances. Either friction and acceleration effects on the wave number are both weak relative to topography (strong topography), or friction and topography are weak relative to acceleration effects (weak topography). The other, the "critical solution," represents wave propagation when the flow is dominated by bed friction. This solution becomes exact (constant coefficient) at a particular, critical convergence rate where acceleration and topographic effects are equal and of opposite sign in the wave equation. Critical convergence is also the greatest possible convergence rate for inviscid waves. Above critical convergence (in the supercritical range), inviscid disturbances damp exponentially rather than propagate [Lighthill, 1978] . Thus friction must be included in any representation of long-wave propogation over strong topography. Both of these solutions are derived from a perturbation expansion analysis of the long-wave equation. The strength of finiteamplitude nonlinearities (those that give rise to overtide and residual circulations and increase wave propagation speed) in this equation is scaled by the barotropic nonlinearity parameter E = 9H, the ratio of wave amplitude to mean depth [Stokes, 1847] . In the presence of bed friction, finite-amplitude effects appear not only in the convective acceleration tenn in the wave equation. but also in the friction term itself [Parker, 1984] , Although it may approach unity in very shallow systems, E is small but finite in most systems and is thus appropriate as a perturbation expansion parameter for finite-amplitude effects. The other likely form of analysis for this problem, that based on characteristics, is not particularly appropriate, because at critical convergence the wave equation is diffusive, not hyperbolic, in the terminology of Whitham [1974] and LeBlond [1978] .
Finite amplitude is not the only source of nonlinearity in coefficient and U is along-channel velocity) gives rise to tenns as high as cubic in U [Dronkers, 1964] or even quintic [Godin and Gutierrez, 1986] . River flow acts through the convective accelerations to slow movement of the incident, landward propagating wave and speed that of the reflected, seaward propagating wave in a convergent channel. It also greatly augments the linear and nonlinear effects of friction. Finally, tidal flats adjacent to a channel cause nonlinear effects through the convective acceleration term in the wave equation [Speer and Aubrey, 1985; Friedrichs and Aubrey, 1988] . Momentum is lost on the rising tide as water pours out over flats and decelerates because of strong friction. A further loss occurs on the falling tide as water with essentially zero momentum returns to the channel and must be accelerated. It is thus essential to distinguish between the momentum-conveying width b and the total width B T , which also includes the tidal flats. It will be shown that the primary effects of all these nonlinearities are proportional to E. Representation of all major nonlinearities in long-wave propagation by a perturbation expansion in a single parameter allows this problem to be carried to o (E) in a consistent and straightforward way. Conversely, without carrying representation of the tidal wave itself (and not just the overtide and residual flows) to 0 (E), it is impossible to represent vital features such as finite amplitude and river flow effects on phase speed. The computational version of this perturbation model is one-dimensional, cross-sectionally integrated, and harmonic. It calculates, in addition to river flow and the basic tidal flow, the Stokes drift and tidal residual transport and elevation related thereto, though these are not discussed here.
The topography of most estuaries is sufficiently complex that any realistic representation thereof requires division of the estuary into segments. Each segment may, after the fashion of a finite difference model, be taken constant in width and depth following Dronkers [1964] and many subsequent investigators. Unfortunately, this procedure eliminates the very large effect of convergence/divergence in b and h on the complex wave number q and thus on wave speed c. Therefore b and h in an analytical model must be represented by some simple mathematical function; linear, geometric, and exponential functions have been used in the past. Linear or geometric functions allow development of a wave equation that can be transformed to a Bessel's equation [Perroud, 1958; Dorrestein, 1961; and Prandie and RaJunan, 1980] . This method has not been used in part because it does not allow inclusion of all relevant features. A transformation of the wave equation using an exponential representation of b, br, and h (where br is the total mean width, or stream width plus mean tidal flat width) within each segment is used instead This approach includes all important nonlinearities, and the resulting wave equation is more accessible to qualitative interpretation than with a Bessel's equation approach. The effects of variations in both b and h on wave propagation may be expressed in a single parameter, just as with a Bessel's equation transformation [Prandle and Rahman, 1980] .
The analysis that follows includes derivation of a wave equation, determination of a dispersion relationship, and an analysis of the effects of friction and topography on tidal long-wave propagation, culminating in a more general fonn for Green's law. Results show that the commonly observed == 45° phase difference between surface elevation ~ and transport Q in rivers and estuaries may be due to near-critically convergent channel width. That is, the rate of channel convergence is such that the acceleration contribution to complex wave number q is canceled by the convergence effect, so that the sum of these two terms is small relative to the friction term. convergent/divergent channels, the phase difference incident wave alone may approach 90°, and wave impedance J (the ratio of ~ to Q) become large. strong topography, an incident wave alone (Le., reflected wave) mimics a standing wave with reflected waves of equal amplitude. The model also Green's Law is greatly modified by the presence and/or strong topography. Finally, finite amplitude wave celerity by a factor of 1 + (3£12) (brlb) . This the classical result of 1 + (3£12) [Lamb, 1932] for br Application of this model to actual estuarine not discussed because multiple tidal constituents and are vital to tidal predictions and because the intric topographies would obscure rather than illuminate features of wave behavior. This analysis concentrates a very general analysis of the response of the turlda:me alone to topography and friction. The overtide included in an extended version of the model) complex behavior because of its nonlinear forcing. a careful comparison has been made of the present dictions for the geometry of the Columbia River tidal height observations and results from a m model [Giese and Jay, 1989] for three river flow neap, spring, and mean tides. The performance of model for M 2 is systematically better than that of primarily because finite-amplitude and topographic wave number have been included here.
GOVERNING EQUA nONS

Derivation of a Wave EquaJion
The first step in any analysis of wave propagation in nels is to derive a one-dirnensional wave equation ally integrated expressions for conservation of mass channel momentum. Use of sectionally integrated justified because channel curvature, the ratio of wavelength, and the Kelvin number (width divided by Rossby radius) are all small in the channels COJ1S1dlere The tidal flow is nearly two-dimensional in the along and vertical (z) directions, allowing cross-channel . the continuity and momentum equations. Tidal is a "natural" va:riable in a stratified tidal flow in a velocity U (x, z , t) is not, because of the large ftoc)d/ebt in vertical distribution of the horizontal tidal flow that many systems . Thus a vertically integrated in which only Q and elevation ~(x, t) are calculated is ate. The cross-sectionally integrated dimensional conservation of mass and along-channel momentum are where along-charmel distance, positive landward; time; channel cross-section, equal to G (h + ~); acceleration due to gravity; bed stress divided by water density.
A circumflex indicates a dimensional va:riable.
tidal flats in a one-dimensional analysis requires modified to account for the momentum flux to flats. This can be accomplished using the ideas Speer assumed that no momentum is conveyed by flow over these flats. Water moving over the tide loses its momentum to bed friction, so that the channel as the water level falls, its velocity is be accelerated to the ambient flow velocity. dissipation over the flats is assumed to be small which occurs in the channels. Clearly, these two f " n~lTlle inconsistent if the area of tidal flats is too because velocities are typically smaller along the that feed water to the tidal flats than in midchananalysis will allow the tidal flats at each i to be channel itself. C. Friedrichs and O. Madsen peparation, 1991) have considered the effects of tidal flats in a channel of constant width and friction. This analysis, which they refer to as "zero inertia," corresponds roughly to the criticase in a channel with uniform (in i) width and wide tidal flats; £ is modified by the presence of 
, where I~I is the tidal amplitud~. Tidal flats effects on mass conservation. First, b T rather than I I 6 appears as the multiplier of at;at, and second, a new nonlinear term has appeared that is associated with the tidal cycle variation in tidal flat width. The latter term is important to overtide generation but will not influence the basic tidal motion. Friedrichs et al. [1990J have argued that, for a wide tidal flat, the form of the tidal flat profile is important because this profile changes the amount of storage over the flats. Any of several different tidal flat profiles could be incorporated in the present analysis. Use of the simplest possible (linear) profile herein minimizes algebraic complexity and is consonant with the generally poor knowledge of tidal flat profiles in most estuaries. The effect of the momentum flux associated with flow of water on and off tidal flats in the along-channel momentum equation is the product of change in velocity -Q IA as water moves onto the flats times the tidal flat momentum flux qe [Speer, 1984J. With some further manipulation and taking M1 lET == ~6rb.r, (2) may be written (4) Thus as one intuitively expects, the momentum flux associated with the presence of tidal flats modifies the convective acceleration terms in the equation of motion.
The above two first-order differential equations in Q and ~ representing conservation of mass and momentum, (3) and (4), may be combined by cross differentiation to form a second-order wave equation in one variable. In principle, it is immaterial whether this wave equation is in Q or S. However, the approximate form of the bed stress term to be used herein is much simpler if the wave equation is formed in Q. Thus alai of (3) is subtracted from a/at of (4), and (3) is used to express the pressure gradient in terms of Q. Several bilinear pressure gradient terms are neglected because they do not effect the tidal motion before 0(£2). At the same time, two simplifications are made in the convective accelerations. First, the only tidal-frequency terms in the bilinear convective accelerations are those involving QR Q IA = OR Q, where QR is the river flow transport and OR is the river flow velocity. River flow is assumed steady and enters the system only at the upstream end, so that QR is invariant with x and ;, Second, because the convective accelerations will ultimately scale as 0 (E), A = hb rather than A = bh (1 + t;h) may be used in the convective accelerations. The neglected terms in f,lh are 0 (E) relative to the remaining terms and are thus only 0 (E2). The resulting dimensional wave equation is
The first term on the left-hand side of (5) arises from the pressure gradient, the second is from the pressure gradient and topography, the following two are convective accelerations, the next is the acceleration term and the last is the bed stress.
Scaling the Wave Equation
The most important issue in scaling the wave equation (5) is to determine the magnitude of aQ lax = Ii au lax. For weak topography and no tidal flats this is customarily done from (3) under the assumption that the scale for x is the inverse wave number 1 = A/(21t). The result is that the along-channel velocity scale U is EC == E(gh)1/2. Intuitively, one would expect that topography of a scale L < 1 would cause au lax to increase. However, the magnitude of au lax in a channel flow is constrained by that of ae;at which is fixed by the tidal frequency (equation (3». Thus while topography creates turbulence and may enhance overtide generation, the velocity U 1. associated with topography of scale L at any given tidal frequency must vary with as L /l U so that au lax is independent of L /l. The scaling used in the weak topography limit (L ::» 1) is thus appropriate for all L; i.e., au lax = Ull. The velocity for the n III overtide will then scale as Ell U in the usual manner. A simple modification of the above scaling is needed to take account for the presence of tidal flats. From (3) and the spreading of wave crests over the tidal flats: (6) where B To , BOt and Hoare the total width, width, and depth scales. This choice of Co will also be justified a posteriori.
That au lax in a channel flow scales with the integral scale 1 regardless of the topography is in marked contrast to the situation in wide estuaries. In these systems, au lax may be balanced by av lay (where V is the velocity in the cross-channel or y direction) and is not constrained by atjat . Velocity gradients in wide estuaries with small-scale topography may become sufficiently large that the customary series representation of the Stokes drift in terms of particle displacements and velocity gradients [Longuet-Higgins, 1969] does not converge; particle drifts become chaotic [Zimmerman, 1978 [Zimmerman, , 1986 . The present analysis cannot be applied to such systems. The scaling used to nondimensionalize (4) is
The resulting nondimensional wave equation is where R =CD I(UH). The nondimensional number U./co m plying the two convective acceleration terms can also be wri EUR/U, indicating that the convective acceleration is small tive to the remaining terms. The ratio RIO) is a of the relative strength of friction and acceleration in wave equation. This varies with the frequency of tidal wave in q UCJI1 but is typically 0 (1) for the major tidal constitu Thus the present scaling differs from that of LeBlond (1978) . where the acceleration terms were taken to be small. Nonetbel it will be shown that friction often dominates wave propapdon in nveJ' estuaries because the effects of acceleration on the VI "e nu.mber are balanced by those of channel convergence. A solution to this form of the wave equation should give Q for the basic tidal motion correct to 0 (E).
The next step in the analysis is representation of the stress. The harmonic model formulated herein requires quadratic stress term Tb = CD I U I U be replaced by some appmimate form that avoids the need to determine time of zero crossings of U. A number of schemes have been this purpose, as reviewed by Godin [1991] . Mo common Fourier development introduced by Proudman [1953] . approach suffers from the shortcomings that it duce even overtides (M 6 and the like) and c represent the river flow. The Tschebysc polynoaUal approach of Dronkers [1964] is used here because of the to represent river flow effects. The stress is giv by
solutions to the wave equation ( ) with th by (9) can be found by as uming harmonic t rm
. The resulting ordin equation is, dropping the overbar on A.
(to) will be developed here to pan th rang 'tuations from strong to weak topography. The fir t It is not used here for several reasons. First a Cacpresented explicitly in (9) was included by Prandle
with the convergence len
The transformed wave equation (15) does not have constant coefficients for either the standard or critical solutions unless h is constant. Even then, along-channel variability of R' and thus SIft (y) is caused by along-channel changes in river flow and tidal velocity. Still, the 0 (1) part of (17) is nearly constant coefficient for m = 1 when the topographic scale L,> I, and, as is discussed below, it also has constant coefficients asymptotically as L goes to zero. For m = 2, (17) will be shown below to have constant coefficients to 0 (1) near critical convergence.
Thus it is appropriate to derive an approximate solution by dividing our model estuary into segments much less than a wavelength long. Within each of these segments, (15) with (16) and (17) can be used to approximate the true solution. More specifically, because of the strong effect of river flow on R'/ro, we require that the segment length Lx be less than the e -folding length of the topography, i.e., that Lx<-minimum (lla., lI~, I1y).
The dimensionless, complex wave number q". I is simply S';'I2I. The dimensional wave number q". and wave celerity c'" in the undistorted coordinate system are given by
Ie". (18) where Ie". , the real part of q"., corresponds to the usual inviscid wave number and r m' the imaginary part of qm, is the damping modulus [Dronkers, 1964] . V(y".) and 2(y",) are then
where A and B are coefficients determined from the boundary conditions and SIft is a real 0 (£) correction to le".l that is proportional to U R and emerges from integration of the 0 (£) part of topographic dependence or topographic funneling is the presence of friction by the damping modulus r", 1 depends on the topography. As is discussed below, dependence through r '" I often dominates over topo neling. It is only in the inviscid, weak topography limit standard solution reduces to Green's Law. The critical differs from the standard solution not only in the direct topographic dependence of Q and ~, but also in q",l. The final step in solution of the wave equation (11) is tion of boundary conditions to determine the constants in (19), which are, respectively, the complex . reflected and incident waves for each segment. Each specifies an amplitude and phase. Division of the sy segments complicates application of the boundary because there are then 2n constants for the n reflected waves. These 2n constants must be deternlm~ two boundary conditions and 2n -2 matching between segments by a Gaussian elimination procedure in this context by Dronkers [1964] . The matching are linear and guarantee the continuity of Q and ~ ments. This suffices to guarantee conservation of energy [LighJhill, 1978] . One boundary condition (amplitude of the wave at the estuary entrance) is applied at x = while the other is applied at the upstream end. There possibilities at the upstream boundary. Either the wave uniformly at large y"" or complete reflection occurs finite y",.
T (y".) in (15
WAVENUMBER AND WA VE SPEED 0(1) Properties P (y",), the spatial part of Q, depends only on Y"" 6",1 topographic funneling), q", I, and SIft I; SIft 1 is and' 0 (t)
The leftmost intJoduces an imaginary part to ql that arises from the right-hand tam in ( Consider first the real and imaginary parts of ql, kl and rl 2a and 2b). Using the scaling of (7), R'/ro is 0 (1) for 1IIt·IlUHOI'tidal constituents, < 1 for overtides and 0 (10) for tidal wave components and shelf wave-forced oscillations.
that R' is nearly invariant with frequency, because R' for all in a system is set primarily by the strongest tidal tuent(s) and river flow, if this is large. The quadratic dependence of ql on changes in total width and depth (the 111 term in (22» suggest that strong topography, if present, should playa very important role in determining ql and thus c. From (22) it can be seen that with U R = 0 and m = 1, the acceleration and convergence terms cancel for 111/1 = 2. This I have called critical convergence. (Inclusion of 0 (£) effects causes critical convergence to be a fWlction of U R and to occur for 111/1 somewhat less than 2 in Figures 2a and 2b. ) As 111/1 increases beyond critical convergence (supercritical convergence), 111 increasingly dominates kl and rl. Thus both friction and channel convergence are important in determining wave speed.
The effects of friction and convergence on wave speed for the incident and reflected waves are seen in Figures 3a and 3b. (Subscripts i and r indicate here and henceforth the incident and reflected waves.) As long as convergence is subcritical (16/1 < 2), friction controls cleo for both incident and reflected waves. For R'/ro <: 1, c Ico is slightly greater than 1 because of the effect of finite amplitude in accelerating the wave, as is discussed below. For R'/ro 0 (1) the frictional retardation of the tidal wave is less than 10%. This is the same order and opposite sign as the effect of finite amplitude. Thus the small-amplitude inviscid wave speed Co is a good estimate of c, the actual wave speed for a tide in a channel of uniform width and depth. Increasing friction (R' 10)::> 1) slows the wave, but the effect is not dramatic. For weak friction the wave speed c Ico changes drastically at critical convergence. As R'/O) increases, changes in c Ico are spread out over a larger range of AJ, a typical effect of friction. Because of the influence of 01, c,lco > cj/co. but this effect is subtle unless the convergence and/or river flow are strong. The rapid wave propagation that occurs in the presence of strong convergence (or divergence) can be rationalized as follows.
As IA/I for a section becomes very large, the cross section becomes nearly discontinuous. For a truly discontinuous change in sectional area (i.e., at the end of a channel or the intersection of a very large with a very small channel), incident and reflected waves are essentially equal, and wave propagation occurs at an apparently infinite speed; i.e., the wave phase is nearly constant along the channel leading to the junction. As is discussed below, a uniform, exponential change in cross section (even a supercritical one) does not excite a substantial reflected wave. Thus the behavior of the incident wave alone must asymptotically approach that for a standing wave at a discontinuous change of cross section. Effectively instantaneous propagation can occur only if c Ico becomes large. vergence and between 100 and 50° for typical incident It is in the context of the frictionally dominated, critical solution that the lD'lifonn width, strong friction model of LeBlond [1978] is relevant leBlond's scaling resulted in the elimination of abe acceleration term in (8) and (22) • in most of the lower right quadrant of Figure 5 is between 30° and 50°. The real part of S is small throughout this q~adrant, because either the frequency is low, the depth is small, or the acceleration effect on the wave number is counteracted by convergence/divergence. In summary, friction commonly dominates tides in river estuaries more because convergence and acceleration cancel one another than because acceleration is inherendy weak. Furthermore, waves for which acceleration effects on S and ql clearly cannot be ignored (e.g., high overtides) may still, through the interaction of acceleration and convergence, be frictionally dominated and mimic the behavior of low-frequency, strong-friction waves in a channel of uniform width.
'The physical and mathematical bases for the sharp changes in wave properties around critical convergence can be seen from the changes in position of S in the complex plane as R' /0) and M vary. Consider three cases with varying convergence rates (Figures 6a to 6c) . Note first that the imaginary part of S is always negative, so that /cJ and rl have opposite signs. For weak, subcritical convergence with h :: R' /ro:: 1, the real and imaginary parts of S are nearly equal (Figure 6a ). This yields a «l> of ::
22~o with rl small relative to kl. The critical solution is used when R'lw:.l and/or when acceleration and convergence! divergence nearly cancel. In either case, S is almost purely imaginary (Figure 6b) . At critical convergence,
and «l> is :: 50°. If friction is strong, C < Co, but critical convergence is also possible for weak friction, in which case c may be much greater than co. The boundaries between the standard and critical solutions used in the model are also shown in Figure 6b . These boundaries were chosen to be in areas where the differences between the standard and critical solutions were relatively small. The effect of increasing I~/I into the supercritical convergence regime is to cause S to approach the negative real axis and to increase IS I (Figure 6c) . This means that qJ is essentially imaginary, with
Because the real part of ql is small, the wave speed becomes large (Figure 3) . By the same token, a real value of ~ leads to a largely imaginary value of Q. For R' lro = 0, the real part of ql = irl, and the disturbance ceases to propagate. That is, a supercritically convergent, inviscid wave is impossible, as was noted by Lighthill [1978] . This emphasizes again the importance of friction to any realistic analysis.
o (E) Properties
The 0 (E) properties of S stem from the convective accelerations and nonlinear, finite-amplitude friction terms. The 0 (E) parts of S and 0/ are from (15) and (17) proportional to URIc = EUR/U and are influenced by five other nondimensional parameters: brlb, ~/, ai, y/, and R" lro. Because 01 is real, it modifies only kl and, as was discussed previously, serves to slow the incident wave and accelerate the reflected wave.
Because ql varies as S 112, the 0 (E) terms in S contribute to both kl and rl.
There is one 0 (E) feature of the circulation that the perturbation solution presented above does not include: the increase in wave celerity associated with finite amplitude. The classical result [Lamb, 1932, article 187] for inviscid, small-amplitude waves in a mriform channel without tidal fiats is that c /c 0 :: 1 + 3 £12, or about a 15% increase in c for E = 0.1. In the absence of overriding topographic effects, neglect of this finite-amplitude correction could lead to an error in calculating high water (even without overtide effects) of about an hour at a distance of A from the ocean. This would more than compensate for retardation caused by friction, assuming R' fro = 1. An approximate dispersion relation that accounts for this finite- Figure 6b show boundaries between nonnal (for weak and strong convergence) and critical solutioos as employed in the model. amplitude effect on c can be derived as follows. The 0 (£) effect in question arises from nonlinearities in the convective accelerations, pressure gradient, and bed stress. Starting from a dimensional wave equation including these effects, a waveform is then assumed such that Q== exp(i (qi-&t». A quasilinearization is used to deal with the nonlinear terms. Some algebra then leads to a modified form of the 0 (1) part of S for the standard solution
where qo is q without finite amplitude correction as calculated from (22). Finite amplitude thus decreases slightly the contribution of friction and acceleration to S. It is usually reasonable to approximate K 1 == 3brlb, because the (y + o.)lqo part of the correction to the acceleration term is only important relative to 3brlb when acceleration is itself much smaller than the convergence/divergence term. For a channel of uniform width and depth, the inviscid wave speed is c Ico == 1 + (3E12)(brlb), which reduces to Lamb's [1932] result in the absence of tidal fiats. No corrections are needed to the 0 (£) terms of S (17), because these corrections would be 0 (£)2.
Along-Channel Variability of the Wave Number
The validity of the solution presented above depends on, among other factors, the validity of the assumption that the wave number is nearly constant spatially. For weak friction, the topographic convergence rate fl.1 alone determines the wave number, and it is immaterial to 0 (1) what combination of 0.1, ~I, and yl makes up fl.1. The presence of friction, however, destroys this symmetry between depth and width changes, because h appears with different powers in the acceleration and friction terms, even after the wave equation has been transformed by a change of coordinate system. Thus several different types of geometry must be considered in evaluating the variability of the wave number. S (or its square root ql) is independent of y to 0 (1) for h constant, except for along-channel changes in R'/ro. Another important case occurs when b and br are constant and equal, so that all topographic variability is caused by changes in h. Figures 7a and 7b show the normalized along-channel variability of ql for the standard and critical solutions, with the realm of use of each indicated, as in Figure 6b . Taking a normalized ql variability less than 1 as adequate, then only flows that are both strongly frictional and supercritically convergent! divergent are inadequately represented by the solutions derived above. Perhaps the worst case occurs when the change in width is of opposite sign to the change of depth (br = b, ~ == -m y) so that II == O. Even in this circumstance, along-channel variability of ql is small, except in the extreme of very strong friction and convergence. Variability in R'/ro occurs in most geometries because of along-channel changes in the tidal velocity and in river flow U R, altering both R' and the 0 (£) parts of S. This variability is an important practical consideration only when U R is greater than U in the upper reaches of tidal rivers.
A GENERAliZED FORM OF GREEN'S LAw
The objective of this section is to determine for all values of R'/ro and III the dependence Q and ~ on br, h, and x for both (26) for the weak friction and convergence dependence on h, where a factor of 112 appears instead of 114. Properties of the reflected wave are identical to those for the incident wave in the weak-friction, weak-topography asymptote and may be understood from (26) and symmetry considerations discussed below in the strong-topography and strongfriction limits. Divergent geometry changes the signs of ~, ' Y and II in (26) . Thus for example, the br dependence of Qj for convergent geometry is the same as that of Q,. for divergent geometry.
Plots for the critical solution, divergent geometry, and reflected wave are therefore wmecessary. Green's Law is the inviscid, weak-topography limn here and 10 Flgures 9
to 11. Symmetry considerations described in the test apply to the strongfriction and strong-topography asymptotes.
R'/W (26) as a function of the logs of R' /0) and -!!J = -y/ for a constant-width channel.
It is useful to begin interpretation of Figures 8 to 13 by noting two asymptotic forms of rl. Consider first the case of weak convergence. As defined in Figure 6a , weak convergence implies that both convergence and friction are small relative to acceleration. and the standard solution is used in the model. From (17)
2 ) or rl == -O.SR' /00 for very weak convergence. Topographic funneling dominates the topographic response, and only a slight modification to Green's Law is seen. as in the lower left comers of Figures 8 to 11 where the b r variation of Qj and ~ approaches ±1I2 and the h variation approaches ±1I4; this is also the case for reflected waves.
The strong-topography asymtotic form of rl also causes the normalized topographic variations of Qj and ~j to have a simple form, because from (24) rl == -lll/ll2. Topographic funneling and damping are of the same magnitude. They may therefore either cancel or reinforce one another, and the normalized variation of IQ I and I~I for br = b and U R = 0 accordingly approaches 0 or ±l (top left comer of Figures 8 to 11 ). There is also, in the absence of river flow, a symmetry between incident/reflected waves in strongly divergent/convergent channels for Q and ~.
For example, ~i in a convergent geometry and ~ in a divergent geometry with the same wave amplitude and value of III will between Q and~, even 90° ( Figure 5 ).
R'/W Fig. 12 . Nonnalized x variation for convergent geometry of~. from (26) as a f~ction of the logs of. R' /00 an.d -l!J. As suggested by (26) and Table   ( I), this plot may alternatIVely be Viewed as representing the x variation of Qr'
exhibit the same behavior, because both waves encounter the same balance of topography and friction (Figures 12 and 13 ). The same is true of Qi in divergent geometry in relation to Qr in an equivalent convergent geometry, as summarized in Table 1 . This symmetry is, of course, altered by river flow.
The strong friction br and h variations of IQ I and I~I are from (26) dominated by damping rather than topographic funneling for both incident and reflected waves, causing large deviations from Green's Law (lower right-hand comer of Figures 8 to 11 ). This is true below critical convergence even for R' fro of 0 (10-1 to 1), which corresponds to the behavior of tide and overtide waves in typical, weakly convergent channels. Because rl enters incident and reflected waves with opposite sign (equation (26», the sign of the topographic variations in reflected wave plots is opposite to that in Figures 8 to 13.
The above considerations concerning the behavior of ~ and Q with respect to b, h and x apply only to individual incident or reflected waves, not to combinations thereof. Nonetheless, there are numerous circumstances where reflected waves are small and the total wave behavior is determined essentially by the incident Fig. 13 . Nonnalized x variation for convergent geometry of Q. from (26) as a f~ction of the logs o.f R' /00 an~ -tJ. As sugges~ed by (26) and Table   ( 1), this plot ~ay alternatIVely be Viewed as representmg the x variation of ~i for strong divergence.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Two new solutions to the one-dimensional, tidal long-wave equation for channel flows have been derived that include the effects of friction, smooth topography of arbitrary along-channel scale, finite amplitude, river flow and tidal flats that store water but do not convey momentum. The first, the standard solution, has nearly constant coefficients when the effects of acceleration and topographic convergence are dominant over friction in determining the wave number. This can occur when the topographic convergence is either very strong or very weak. The second, the critical solution, has nearly constant coefficients when friction controls the wave number. The behavior of both solutions is determined (to 0 (1» by two nondimensional parameters. These are the ratio of bed stress to acceleration (R' fro) and the ratio of topographic convergence/divergence rate to acceleration (~l Topographic funneling is, however, only part of the picture. !he amplitUde of a propagating long wave also depends on dampmg of the wave as described by the imaginary part of the wave num~, that is, by the damping modulus rl. Not only is ,1 a functIon of the topography, but if topography and/or friction are ~trong, the influence of damping on wave amplitude may dommate over or balance that of topographic funneling. In this regard, three regimes may be distinguished. If friction and topOg-raphy are both weak, then the influence of damping is small, the standard solution is appropriate, and Green's Law is asymptotically correct as friction goes to zero. If friction effects are strong (the critical solution), then the real and imaginary parts of the wave number are approximately equal, both are proportional to R'/m, and damping dominates over topographic funneling in determining the along-channel variation in wave amplitude. Very large deviations from Green's Law occur. Finally, if topographic convergence is the dominant factor determining the wave number, rl is effectively a function of 61 only. In this case, the damping effect on wave amplitude is of the same magnitude as the direct topographic influence, which it may either reinforce or cancel, depending on the sign of 61. Again, the result differs greatly from that of Green. Friction, topography, the presence of tidal flats, finite amplitude (as measured by the perturbation parameter E), and river flow all influence the real part of the wave number kl ± 01 and the wave propagation speed c. For weak friction and convergence, the effect of friction in slowing the wave is often nearly balanced by finite-amplitude acceleration thereof, but the effects of finite amplitude, which scale as 0 (E), are otherwise smaller than the 0(1) effects of friction and topography. River flow modifies wave speed through 01 by accelerating the incident wave and decelerating the reflected wave, but this effect is usually weak, because URis normally small relative to c. Tidal flats exercise an influence that may be more important than either finite amplitude or river flow, because tidal flats slow wave propagation by a factor of (bl".,. )112. This effect arises entirely from mass conservation considerations and is a consequence of spreading of water onto tidal flats as the wave crest advances. For subcritically convergent waves, friction increasingly controls kl as R' 10) becomes large. The wave propagation speed c of supercritically convergent waves is proportional to 1611/(R'/m), which may become very large. Such waves also have a phase difference between Q and ~ that is == 90°. Thus a single, incident wave in a strongly convergent topography mimics a standing wave in that the large value of c causes high water to be nearly simultaneous throughout, and in that high water and slack water are coincident.
1be phase difference <I> between Q and ~ cannot alone be used to infer anything with regard to the presence or absence of a reflected wave. For example, the argument that <I> == 90° implies the existence of a standing wave with equal incident and reflected waves is fallacious for two reasons. First, friction is important in all estuarine systems and dominant in most shallow estuaries.
That is, even if perfect reflection from a barrier in an estuary with uniform cross section occurs, friction will cause incident and reflected waves to have different amplitudes except at the point of reflection. Second, any <I> between 0 and 90° can occur for the incident wave alone, without the presence of a reflected wave.
Thus, it is important to avoid the inappropriate dichotomy of "progressive" and "standing" waves in discussing estuarine tides. A simple incident wave has highly variable properties that will rarely correspond to those of a progressive wave, which by definition has R' 100 = 61 = O. Both incident and reflected waves will be present in most real topographies but will rarely be of equal magnitude or have similar properties. The incident wave will be larger, particularly if friction is present.
Some mention should also be made of the multiple sernidiurnal and diurnal tidal constituents, overtides, and tidal residual phenomena not otherwise considered here. Multiple tidal constituents have nol been incorporated into the model at this time, but their inclusion is straightforward, as they interact at 0 (1) only through the P 3 term in (9), so that each constituent damps all others. As the effect on any given constituent is quadratic in the other constituents, only the strongest constituent(s) and the river flow (if strong) are of primary importance in this regard.
Any finite-amplitude long wave will steepen and distort as it propagates, transferring energy at 0 (E) to both zero frequency (the residual flow) and to higher harmonics (overtides). Tidal waves of similar frequency will interact at 0 (E) to cause additional overtides and low-frequency motions. Godin [1991] and Parker [1984] have emphasized the role of bed stress nonlinearities in driving both overtides and residuals. There is, however, an important distinction between the effects of strong convergence/divergence on overtide versus residual flow generation. The Stokes drift (and therefore the compensating residual elevation and transport) depend for channel flows on 0.51Q I I~I cos <1>. Like a standing wave with <I> == 90°, an incident wave in a strongly divergent/convergent channel generates very little Stokes drift or residual. This is by no means the case with overtides in the same geometry, as these are quadratic in Q or ~, but do not depend on 4>. Strong convergence/divergence may be expected to have an important effect on the phase of the overtide relative to the basic tidal wave. In this regard, topography may either augment or compete with the effects of tide flats. Speer and Aubrey [1985] have demonstrated that the presence of broad tidal flats changes the phase relationship between the basic tidal wave and its first overtide, such that broad, shallow systems are ebb dominant (overtide reinforces the ebb current) rather than flood dominant, as is typically the case for narrow estuaries. C. Friedrichs and O. Madsen (manuscript in preparation, 1991) have interpreted long wave behavior in channels with tidal flats in terms of a modified form of E (which becomes negative in the presence of broad tidal flats) and a frictional length scale. This behavior may also be understood by considering the additional inhomogeneous forcing terms introduced into the overtide wave equation by the presence of tidal flats. An extension of the present model will consider this problem.
